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Problem Gambling: Optics vs. Reality

Optics: 

• Negative public perception of machine gambling

• Stigmatizing elements: positioning of VLTs, popular notions about VLT 
players, spectacular cases of Problem Gambling in the news

Reality:

• Vast majority of players are recreational players
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Problem Gambling in the News: UK
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Problem Gambling in the News: Italy
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Problem Gambling in the News: Oregon



Game Software-Embedded RG features on 
Video Lottery terminals 

Credits 
displayed 
in dollars

Most common machine-based features 
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Clock display

Or current time and 
session clock



System-based RG technology on Video Lottery 
terminals 

• Time and monetary limit setting 

• Viewing spending history

• Self-assessment survey

• Day Stop

• Spending Prediction 

User interface designed with public perception and 

player privacy in mind
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Player Messages - Appearance Aspect 

Impactful:

• Pop up message

• Color

• Position on the screen

Low key:

• Keep special effects to the 
minimum

• No sound

• Don’t attract onlookers

Effective communication vs. privacy
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Self Assessment Survey

Players with a high score 
can be immediately offered 
information about available 
services to address their 
problem

Players complete a CPGI-based survey to assess their 

gambling behavior
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Self Assessment Survey

Presentation of results

• Results should be easy to read 
and understand 

• Color-coded results, e.g., Red, 
Yellow and Green versus plain 
text 

Pros: 

Graphics-rich communication 
provides more impact

Cons:

Could compromise player privacy
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Tutorial

Player interaction
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The Tutorial consists of several screens educating 

players about gaming and can be configured as 

mandatory or optional.

It is recommended that players page 
through preventing skipping ahead 

A timer on the Next button could 
ensure the players have sufficient 
time to read all information and can 
not simply flip through.

Pros:

Ensures that players read information

Cons:

May be viewed as “Big Brother”



Limit Setting

Number Pad vs. Predetermined Amounts 
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Predetermined amounts

Pros:

User experience, speedy data entry

Cons:

Legitimizes certain amounts

May be viewed as enticing players 
to spend larger amounts than 
intended



Limit Setting

Monetary limits are based on out-of-pocket expenditures
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Other spending metrics could be used e.g., 
cash played, cash-in, cash won, cash-out

Pros:

Provides a more complete picture of player 
activity

Cons:

Leaves room for misinterpretation and potential 
consequences, e.g., negative public perception

Too much information to digest by an average 
player



Limit Setting

Warning of Approaching Time Limit
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You are approaching a time limit.

Please view your personal limits

for more details.

A configurable warning message

Pros:

Keeps players informed prior to stopping play 
provides for a better overall player experience

Cons:

Players may respond to the warning by 
changing their betting pattern with negative 
results



Spending Prediction

Using normative data for comparison 
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Players can see how much money or 

time they will spend if they continue to 

play at the current pattern.

Pros:

Player spending is put into the context of 
all players spending or “an average 
player” spending

Cons:

An unintended consequence  includes 
giving a “permission” to a small spender 
to spend more if the average spend is 
higher than their current one



Day Stop

Presentation and Access
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Pros:

• Stands-out from the rest of 
RG features

• Easily accessible 

Cons:

• Overshadows other features

• Stigmatizes gaming – makes 
it look like an unsafe activity

Modified in the new design

Players can exclude themselves from playing 

until the following day



Promote RG via Player Loyalty Program

Need to ensure “one player per account” 
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Raise awareness and 
participation through Player 
Loyalty Program where 
players can earn reward 
points for:

• Setting limits

• Viewing Tutorial

• Completing Self-
Assessment Survey



Access to RG Features via Web Portal

Consistent UI structure across all access channels
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Benefits of web access

• Ensures player privacy

• No cannibalization of time 
on VLT – positive from the  
operator’s perspective

• Players can take time to 
learn to use RG features

• Allows more complex  
features, e.g., self 
exclusion on different days



Conclusion
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Basis for effective RG design from the player privacy and public perception 
standpoint: 

• Player research

• Voice of the Customer research with operators

• Understanding local climate for gambling

• Providing configurability of features, ability to enable/disable features, 
modification of color, layout, process flow

• Multi channel access to RG features



Thank you.
Questions?

Mark.Poltarowicz@igt.com


